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Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Fafnir the
Recluse Vol. 1 - Coolkyousinnjya 2023-01-17
The otaku dragon from the original hit manga
series (which inspired the anime and multiple
spin-offs) stars in a manga of his own! Fafnir is a
dark, brooding curse dragon from the same
world as Tohru, Kanna, and their friends. He’s
also an otaku who’s as obsessed with games,
merch, and doujinshi as he is with gold, jewels,
and destroying all humans. This latest spin-off
from the highly popular Miss Kobayashi’s
Dragon Maid offers a peek into the timeless
bromance of Fafnir and Takiya, two otaku
sharing an apartment. The life of a recluse is
busier than you might expect!
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Kanna's
Daily Life Vol. 4 - Coolkyousinnjya 2019-02-05
FALL = FUN! After a wonderful summer, it’s
time for an equally exciting fall! For Kanna and
friends, that means harvesting crops with the
(former) god of culture and going on a foliageviewing trip. A cornucopia of good times is right
around the corner!
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Kanna's
Daily Life Vol. 9 - Coolkyousinnjya 2022-01-18
COURAGE HELPS CHILDREN GROW UP!
Everything looks different when you’re walking
to school on a winter morning. Kanna and her
friends have all kinds of exciting adventures,
from infiltrating Georgie’s high school to
enjoying the first breeze of spring! An elf girl
stirs up trouble in a moving two-part story.
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Fafnir the
Recluse Vol. 2 - Coolkyousinnjya 2023-05-02
The otaku dragon from the original hit manga
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series (which inspired the anime and multiple
spin-offs) stars in a manga of his own! Fafnir is a
dark, brooding curse dragon from the same
world as Tohru, Kanna, and their friends. He’s
also an otaku who’s as obsessed with games,
merch, and doujinshi as he is with gold, jewels,
and destroying all humans. This latest spin-off
from the popular Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid
series follows Fafnir’s daily life in a shared
apartment with Kobayashi’s otaku coworker
Takiya, where Fafnir tries to get along with
humans and dragons—or just avoid them!
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Kanna's Daily
Life Vol. 5 - Coolkyousinnjya 2019-06-11
WHEN WORLDS COLLIDE When Kanna ran
away to New York City, she met Chloe, an
American girl and the daughter of a wealthy
CEO. Now, Chloe’s come to Japan to pay Kanna
a visit! How will Saikawa possibly respond to
this unexpected rival for Kanna’s friendship who
comes armed with a bottomless credit card and
American sweets?! Old connections grow
stronger while new ones are forged!
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid Vol. 2 coolkyousinnjya 2017-02-21
From housekeeping to Comiket to a trip to the
beach, Dragon Maid Tohru is read to help out
her beloved Miss Kobayashi with all of her
supernatural strength! Tohru is starting to get
used to life in the human world, and so are her
dragon friends, like cute little Kanna and dark,
moody Fafnir. But what will happen when her
father appears to take her back to the old
world?! Find out in this comedy that's loved by
humans and dragons alike!
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Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid Vol. 8 Coolkyousinnjya 2019-08-06
OFF TO THE WORLD OF DRAGONS! Kanna’s
father, the great chaos dragon warrior Kimun
Kamuy, has appeared to take Kanna back to the
world of dragons. Kanna will go if it means
finally getting her father’s approval, but Kimun
Kamuy is more interested in Kanna as a
comrade-in-arms than a daughter. And what is
the mysterious mage Azad up to? Suspicious and
still hoping for a reconciliation, Kobayashi and
Tohru head for the world of dragons to try and
stop a disastrous war before it starts!
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid Vol. 11 Coolkyousinnjya 2021-12-14
A SOUR NOTE Kobayashi and Tohru share their
feelings, Kanna plays with her dad, Fafnir runs
away from home, Ilulu and Lucoa cause
trouble…it’s another typical day with dragons.
But then Telne appears with a big
announcement that threatens this community’s
harmony.
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Kanna's Daily
Life Vol. 2 - Coolkyousinnjya 2018-06-05
DRAGON MAID KANNA?! The human world can
get pretty weird when you’re a dragon in
disguise! In her wacky explorations Kanna tries
on makeup, deals with thugs, and even takes a
shot at being a maid! Life might be strange for
Kanna, but one thing is for sure: this little
dragon’s daily life is farfrom dull!
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Kanna's Daily
Life Vol. 4 - coolkyousinnjya 2019-02-05
After a wonderful summer, it's time for an
equally exciting fall! For Kanna and friends, that
means harvesting crops with the (former) god of
culture and going on a foliage-viewing trip. A
cornucopia of good times is right around the
corner!
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid Vol. 3 coolkyousinnjya 2017-05-09
Tohru the dragon has gotten very comfortable in
her role as Miss Kobayashi's maid. But when
Elma--the new dragon in town-- enters the
picture, Tohru's jealousy overflows! Box lunch
battles and noisy neighbours are nothing Tohru
can't handle when the affections of her dear
Miss Kobayashi are on the line!
Crimson Sisters 01 - Wataru Mitogawa
2021-12-03
Vampire, Dämonen und andere übernatürliche
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Wesen sind zur permanenten Bedrohung für die
Menschheit geworden. Der Orden der Roten
Schwestern hat es sich zur Aufgabe gemacht,
diese Monster zu jagen und zu vernichten. Als
Schwester Dorothy auf einer ihrer Missionen
eine blutüberströmte junge Frau namens Maria
rettet, ahnt sie nicht, welch schicksalhafte
Ereignisse sie damit in Gang setzt... Crimson
Sisters ist ein rasanter Mix aus abgefahrener
Action und düsterem Horror - mit einem Schuss
Erotik! Ein absolutes Muss für alle Fans von
Klassikern wie Hellsing oder wilden
Achterbahnfahrten wie Chainsaw Man! --- Dieses
spezielle E-Book-Format kann auf allen
aktuelleren Tablets und Geräten mit
Zoomfunktion gelesen werden. Dein
Leseprogramm sollte die Darstellung von FixedImage-E-Books im EPUB3- oder mobi/KF8Format unterstützen. Weitere Informationen
findest du auf der Homepage von Egmont
Manga. --Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Kanna's Daily
Life Vol. 10 - coolkyousinnjya 2022-11-08
From managing her school's cool-off event to
cheering on a test of courage, Kanna is busier
than ever. Saikawa plays a big part in the field
day event in the name of love! And a special twopart story explores Kanna and Ilulu's
relationship. Honesty is always the best policy!
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Kanna's Daily
Life Vol. 8 - coolkyousinnjya 2021-04-27
Even when summer's over, there's still plenty of
fun to be had for Kanna and her family! Fall is
all about enjoying tasty food like ramen, or
pretending to run a massage parlor to help Miss
Kobayashi relax. Find out what "returning a
favor" means to Kanna in a two-part school
festival story!!
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Elma's Office
Lady Diary Vol. 4 - Coolkyousinnjya 2021-05-25
SEASONABLY SWEET Elma, the food-loving
dragon, is happily working at Miss Kobayashi’s
company. She enjoys the flavors of fall,
celebrates Christmas with all of her friends, and
even becomes a senpai when a new hire arrives.
This adorable harmony dragon works almost as
much as she eats in the latest volume of this
heartwarming workplace comedy!!
Liebe in Reihe 27 - Eithne Shortall 2018-06-11
Cora hat den Glauben an die Liebe aufgegeben.
Zumindest was sie selbst betrifft. Deshalb
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versüßt sie sich ihren Job am Check-in-Schalter
des Londoner Flughafens damit, Singles hoch
über den Wolken zu verkuppeln. Mithilfe der
glamourösen Flugbegleiterin Nancy macht Cora
die Reihe 27 zu einem Liebeslabor. Dort findet
sich bei jedem Flug ein Passagier ganz
unverhofft neben seinem potenziellen
Traummann oder seiner Traumfrau wieder. Die
Verwicklungen sind vorprogrammiert, auch mit
Vielflieger Aidan, der nicht so durchschaubar ist,
wie er scheint. Wird Cora selbst irgendwann
wieder auf Wolke (2)7 schweben?
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Kanna's
Daily Life Vol. 7 - coolkyousinnjya 2020-07-21
The rainy season is over, and summer has finally
arrived! Fireworks, shaved ice, and of course a
long-awaited trip to the beach--everything's a
big event for Kanna, even a simple wardrobe
change or a school visit during summer vacation.
A child's day is much longer and more full than
adults realize!
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid Vol. 7 coolkyousinnjya 2018-11-06
It's time for a camping trip! Everyone's looking
forward to spending a little time outdoors--until
disaster strikes, that is. What will Elma do when
she loses the youngsters in the mountains?
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid Vol. 9 coolkyousinnjya 2020-05-26
After Kanna's dramatic confrontation with her
father, life in Miss Kobayashi's household has
gone back to normal...or at least, what passes
for normal in a house full of dragons. Tohru
freshens up her routine, Lucoa reconsiders her
role as a bystander, and Ilulu's biological clock
runs wild. Meanwhile, Kobayashi's boss offers
her a new opportunity that could transform her
connection with the dragon world.
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Kanna's Daily
Life Vol. 5 - coolkyousinnjya 2019-06-11
When Kanna ran away to New York City, she met
Chloe, an American girl and the daughter of a
wealthy CEO. Now, Chloe's come to Japan to pay
Kanna a visit! How will Saikawa possibly
respond to this unexpected rival for Kanna's
friendship who comes armed with a bottomless
credit card and American sweets?! Old
connections grow stronger while new ones are
forged!
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid - Tome 4 Coolkyousinnjya 2022-07-13T00:00:00+02:00
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Un matin, la tête enfarinée après une nuit de
beuverie, Kobayashi voit débarquer sur le pas de
sa porte... un dragon. Ou plutôt une dragonne
fantasque, dénommée Thor, qui a décidé de son
propre chef de se mettre à son service !
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Kanna's Daily
Life Vol. 6 - coolkyousinnjya 2019-12-17
Everyone in Kanna's world is getting along
splendidly, and she is enjoying her elementary
school life. Reading, marathons, and, of course,
school lunches--Kanna loves them all. Not to
mention going to the candy store after school!
But what will she do when an unexpected
change comes over Saikawa-san...? The cold of
winter fades into the warmth of summer. Which
is faster--the changing of the seasons or children
growing up?
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Kanna's
Daily Life Vol. 9 - coolkyousinnjya 2022-01-18
Everything looks different when you're walking
to school on a winter morning. Kanna and her
friends have all kinds of exciting adventures,
from infiltrating Georgie's high school to
enjoying the first breeze of spring! An elf girl
stirs up trouble in a moving two-part story.
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Kanna's Daily
Life Vol. 10 - Coolkyousinnjya 2022-11-08
DEEPENING BONDS From managing her
school’s cool-off event to cheering on a test of
courage, Kanna is busier than ever. Saikawa
plays a big part in the field day event in the
name of love! And a special two-part story
explores Kanna and Ilulu’s relationship. Honesty
is always the best policy!
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Kanna's
Daily Life Vol. 3 - coolkyousinnjya 2018-10-02
Kanna's summer is full of fun in the sun and
plenty of new things to discover! First, she tries
to soak up some rays and get a tan, but it's not
long before she and her friends are trying to find
the best way to cool off. Is ice cream the
answer? Watermelon? Finding a solution might
not be so simple for a houseful of dragons!
I had that same dream again 3 - Yoru Sumino
2022-02-01
Was ist Glück? Nanoka ist ein aufgewecktes
Mädchen, das neugierig ihre Umwelt
beobachtet. Gleichaltrige Freunde hat sie keine,
aber allein ist sie nicht. Stets wird sie von einer
kleinen schwarzen Katze begleitet, die sie einst
verletzt im Gras fand. Gemeinsam besuchen die
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beiden ihre Freundinnen: eine junge Frau, die
erst am Abend zur Arbeit geht; eine alte Dame,
die ihr den »Kleinen Prinzen« und »Tom
Sawyer« ans Herz legt; ein älteres Mädchen, das
sich ritzt, aber genau wie Nanoka, auch versucht
zu schreiben. All diese Frauen geben Nanoka
Denkanstöße, denn sie soll ein Referat halten
über das Thema »Glück«. Was also bedeutet
Glück für wen?
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Kanna's
Daily Life Vol. 8 - Coolkyousinnjya 2021-04-27
EPIC CUTENESS LEVELS! Even when summer’s
over, there’s still plenty of fun to be had for
Kanna and her family! Fall is all about enjoying
tasty food like ramen, or pretending to run a
massage parlor to help Miss Kobayashi relax.
Find out what “returning a favor” means to
Kanna in a two-part school festival story!!
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Kanna's
Daily Life Vol. 6 - Coolkyousinnjya 2019-12-17
TURN, TURN, TURN Everyone in Kanna’s world
is getting along splendidly, and she is enjoying
her elementary school life. Reading, marathons,
and, of course, school lunches—Kanna loves
them all. Not to mention going to the candy
store after school! But what will she do when an
unexpected change comes over Saikawa-san...?
The cold of winter fades into the warmth of
summer. Which is faster—the changing of the
seasons or children growing up?
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Kanna's
Daily Life Vol. 7 - Coolkyousinnjya 2020-07-21
A SWEET TASTE OF SUMMER The rainy season
is over, and summer has finally arrived!
Fireworks, shaved ice, and of course a longawaited trip to the beach—everything’s a big
event for Kanna, even a simple wardrobe change
or a school visit during summer vacation. A
child’s day is much longer and more full than
adults realize!
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Kanna's
Daily Life Vol. 1 - Coolkyousinnjya 2018-01-02
The brand-new Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid
spin-off series starring the fan favorite dragon,
Kanna! After leaving her otherworldly home in
search of her fellow dragon, Tohru, young Kanna
found herself unofficially adopted by Tohru and
her human companion, Miss Kobayashi. From
attending elementary school to making new
friends, Kanna learns to adjust to the human
world with the curiosity and cuteness that only a
miss-kobayashi-s-dragon-maid-kanna-s-daily-life-v

little dragon can have!
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Elma's Office
Lady Diary Vol. 3 - Coolkyousinnjya 2020-08-04
A TASTE FOR THE OL LIFE Working in the
human world is full of unexpected new
surprises! Elma earns her first bonus, and does
battle with makeup, pickup artists, and office
drinking parties. Tohru, Kanna, Lucoa, and the
rest of the usual suspects all make appearances
as Elma devours her way through the life of a
modern-day Office Lady!
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid Vol. 9 Coolkyousinnjya 2020-06-02
BACK TO “NORMAL” After Kanna’s dramatic
confrontation with her father, life in Miss
Kobayashi’s household has gone back to
normal...or at least, what passes for normal in a
house full of dragons. Tohru freshens up her
routine, Lucoa reconsiders her role as a
bystander, and Ilulu’s biological clock runs wild.
Meanwhile, Kobayashi’s boss offers her a new
opportunity that could transform her connection
with the dragon world.
Pakt der Yokai 22 - Yuki Midorikawa
2021-10-06
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid Vol. 13 Coolkyousinnjya 2023-04-04
Inspired the hit anime! And don't miss the two
spin-off manga series about Kanna and Elma!
Miss Kobayashi is your average office worker
who lives a boring life, alone in her small
apartment--until she saves the life of a female
dragon in distress. The dragon, named Tohru,
has the ability to magically transform into an
adorable human girl (albeit with horns and a
long tail!), who will do anything to pay off her
debt of gratitude, whether Miss Kobayashi likes
it or not. With a very persistent and amorous
dragon as a roommate, nothing comes easy, and
Miss Kobayashi's normal life is about to go off
the deep end!
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid in COLOR! Chromatic Edition - coolkyousinnjya 2022-09-13
Tohru, Kobayashi, and the rest of the gang from
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid leap off the page
in full, vibrant color! Inspired by the full-color
hundredth chapter of the popular manga series,
this volume collects the sexiest, funniest, and
most poignant scenes and presents them in
stunning color. Whether relaxing at a hot
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springs resort, fighting to protect their home, or
visiting a faraway city, Tohru and her newfound
family's colorful adventures are a delight to
revisit.
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Kanna's
Daily Life Vol. 1 - coolkyousinnjya 2018-01-02
After leaving her otherworldly home in search of
her fellow dragon, Tohru, young Kanna found
herself unofficially adopted by Tohru and her
human companion, Miss Kobayashi. From
attending elementary school to making new
friends, Kanna learns to adjust to the human
world with the curiosity and cuteness that only a
little dragon can have!
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Kanna's Daily
Life Vol. 2 - coolkyousinnjya 2018-06-05
The human world can get pretty weird when
you're a dragon in disguise! In her wacky
explorations Kanna tries on makeup, deals with
thugs, and even takes a shot at being a maid!
Life might be strange for Kanna, but one thing is
for sure: this little dragon's daily life is far from
dull!
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid - Tome 1 Coolkyousinnjya 2021-06-25T00:00:00+02:00
Un matin, la tête enfarinée après une nuit de
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beuverie, Kobayashi voit débarquer sur le pas de
sa porte... un dragon. Ou plutôt une dragonne
fantasque, dénommée Thor, qui a décidé de son
propre chef de se mettre à son service !
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Elma's Office
Lady Diary Vol. 5 - coolkyousinnjya 2022-05-03
Elma is a sweet, gluttonous, and occasionally
airheaded harmony dragon who works with Miss
Kobayashi. Follow Elma's busy career as she
helps train a new employee, gets turned into a
baby (thanks, Lucoa!), and as always, eats lots
and lots of tasty food. You'll want to feed Elma
yourself in this spin-off of Miss Kobayashi's
Dragon Maid!
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid Vol. 8 coolkyousinnjya 2019-07-30
Kanna's father, the great chaos dragon warrior
Kimun Kamuy, has appeared to take Kanna back
to the world of dragons. Kanna will go if it
means finally getting her father's approval, but
Kimun Kamuy is more interested in Kanna as a
comrade-in-arms than a daughter. And what is
the mysterious mage Azad up to? Suspicious and
still hoping for a reconciliation, Kobayashi and
Tohru head for the world of dragons to try and
stop a disastrous war before it starts!
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